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GR and compact 
stars



General Relativity

GR remains the best ever 
formulated theory of gravitation

GR has been successfully tested in 
the weak field regime

GR predictions in the strong field 
limit have yet to be tested: e.g. 
existence of an innermost stable 
orbit



The best tools

Adapted from Psaltis (2004)
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The most dramatic 
effects are expected to 
be seen in the strong 

field regime

Mass

GPB



Complementarity

Understanding strong gravity is of fundamental importance

Several parallel approaches are followed:

X-ray spectroscopy

Fast X-ray timing

Polarization measurements

Gravitational waves

Direct black hole imaging: radio, infra-red and ultimately 
X-rays

We should use tools of different sizes and masses: X-ray 
binaries with neutron stars, stellar mass black holes and AGNs



The RXTE 
breakthrough



The power of X-ray 
timing of X-ray binaries

90% of the energy will be radiated, 
predominantly in X-rays, within the last 100 km

Dynamical timescales of the accretion flow:

0.1 ms at 15 km of a 1.4 Msol neutron star

1 ms at 100 km (3Rs) of a 10 Msol black hole

X-ray (sub)-ms variability probes the 
motion of matter in the strong field region

Accreting X-ray binary system



RXTE breakthrough

RXTE has demonstrated that the X-ray emission of accreting 
compact objects varies on the dynamical timescales

BH

NS

Van der Klis (2004) - Remillard (2004)

kilo-Hz QPOs

RXTE



kilo-Hz Quasi-periodic 
oscillations

Detected in ~20 neutrons stars - 
frequencies vary from ~100 to 
1000 Hz (frequencies vary with 
various parameters; e.g.  
luminosity, spectral state)

Detected in a handful of stellar 
mass black holes with constant 
frequencies (~100 Hz, with a 
possible 3:2 ratio)

Weak BH QPOs

Strohmayer (2001)



Orbital motion



Orbital motion

The accretion disk is a natural source of periodicities (Keplerian motion)

QPOs have frequencies expected from the inner accretion disk

It is natural (and most models do) to identify QPOs with orbital motion at 
a preferred radius of the disk (e.g. inner disk radius)



Innermost stable 
circular orbit

Key prediction of strong-gravity General 
Relativity - There exists a minimum 
radius beyond which no stable orbital 
motion is possible

This radius is a function of the mass and 
spin of the compact star

The highest possible orbital frequency in 
the disk is at the radius of the ISCO



Orbital motion at the 
ISCO?

Ceiling of frequency 
predicted when the ISCO 
is reached

Zhang et al. (1998)

But seen in only 
one system so far!

500 Hz
900 Hz



Another ISCO 
signature?

Barret et al. (2005a,b MNRAS)

Ceiling of QPO frequency Sudden loss of QPO coherence



Orbital motion 
Constraining BH spin

Psaltis (2004)
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Orbital motion implications

Miller, Lamb & Psaltis (1998) - Miller (2004)



Orbital motion constraints 
on Dense matter

The composition of the star fixes the 
EoS (the pressure density relation) 
which in determines its structure, and 
its mass-radius relation

Measuring M & R yields the 
composition of the star

Miller, Lamb & Psaltis (1998) - Miller (2004)

Additional techniques: X-ray 
spectroscopy of neutron stars, modeling 
waveforms of neutron star oscillations



Epicyclic motion



3 GR frequencies

In GR, test particle orbits are 
characterized by 3 frequencies:

Azimuthal

Radial epicyclic

Vertical epicyclic

All three frequencies depend 
on the mass, spin and orbital 
radius

Abramowicz & Kluzniak (2004)



Relativistic resonance

Resonance can occur between 
relativistic orbital and epicyclic 
frequencies at a specific radius 
where their ratio equals small 
integer ratios (e.g. 3:2, 3:1)

Proposed to explain the constant 
QPO frequencies and 3:2 ratios 
observed in BHs

Abramowicz & Kluzniak (2004)

Alternative models exist - e.g. global disk 
oscillations, frame-dragging effects,...



Dragging of 
inertial frames



Nodal precession frequency is 
due to the frame-dragging 
effect caused by the spin of the 
central object (Lense-Thirring):

Dragging of inertial 
frames

But shows deviations and requires large 
ratio I45/M (I45 NS moment of inertia)

Upper kilo-Hz QPO
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Neutron stars

Stella & Vietri (1999) - Van der Klis (2005)



Beyond RXTE



Beyond RXTE

Key questions arising:

Have we detected orbital motion?

Have we detected the ISCO?

Have we detected epicyclic frequencies?

Have we detected the effects of strong frame-dragging?

Evidence has been accumulated that the answers to these 
questions is very likely yes !

Next step is to get definite answers and start doing true 
astrophysics with compact stars



Motion in strong 
gravity

Orbital motion could be further demonstrated:

with independent measurements of radius and frequency 
through e.g. time resolved spectroscopy of the oscillation

with simultaneous measurements of orbital and epicyclic 
frequencies (and whenever possible the spin)

with measurements of the frequency ceiling predicted at 
the ISCO

Point to the requirement to increase the timing and spectral 
capability of fast X-ray timing studies



XEUS for after 2015
Proposed at ESA as a follow-up to 

XMM-Newton (CV2015-25)



Counts is what counts

S: source count rate
rms: QPO amplitude
T: Integration time

The 5 PCA units give 0.7 m2 over 3 to 50 keV

20 times more counts with the current XEUS optics

Barret (2003, 2004)



Conclusions

Understanding strong gravity must be tackled by several 
independent techniques

Fast X-ray timing is a powerful approach to probe strong 
gravitational fields. Highly complementary to other techniques

The high-frequency phenomena discovered by RXTE (the tip of 
the iceberg) are in most models associated with strong field effects

XEUS with its ~10m2 collecting area will provide the leap in 
sensitivity needed to turn these diagnostics into true tests of 
fundamental strong field GR predictions


